Background
==========

High-throughput technologies like microarrays or the recent RNA-Seq provide large amounts of data for gene expression studies. Although there have been diverse methods to design gene-expression experiments and analyze gene-expression data, the prediction of true patterns of gene expression in case of having few samples remains a challenging problem \[[@B1],[@B2]\].

Materials and methods
=====================

We propose a method to predict response patterns of gene expression studies in the case of small sample size using a bootstrap method \[[@B3]\]. Our approach adopts partially order sets (*posets*) to represent gene patterns, which are determined based on pairwise comparisons \[[@B4]\].

Results
=======

We show that patterns that are *not linearly orderable* cannot be true patterns of gene response to treatments. From this result, we propose a strategy using bootstrap resampling to infer true responses of non-linearly-orderable patterns. Our experiments showed that this method produced gene lists with more biological functional enrichment than those obtained without bootstrap resampling.

Conclusions
===========

Our method is useful in designing cost-effective experiments with small sample sizes. Researchers can still use a small sample size to determine true patterns for most genes. For highly-variantly expressed genes, their true patterns can be identified using the proposed method.
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